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Immunity holds up in wrongful death suit
Student Life Foundation
can still be found liable
BY ASHLE E C L ARK

Herald reporter
University administrators can take a
deep breath after a ruling that excludes
Western from a wrongful death suit.
But the Student Life Foundation

can still legally be targeted in the civil
case.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals
ruled on Friday that the foundat ion can
be held liable for the murder of
Pellvillc freshman Meli\sa "Katie"
Autry.
Warren County Circuit Coun originally dismissed Western and the foundation from the lawsuit on Nov. 26.
2003. because the university has governmental immunity. which means that

Western cannot be sued for liability
since it performs a function of the
government.
The court of appeal, affirmed
Western's immunity in the 3-0 decision. but denied immunity to the foundation. which O\\ ns Westem's dorm:-..
"If SLF were the· possessor of
Poland Hall and if the injuries to Katie
were foreseeable. then SLF owed a
duty to Katie to protect her from criminal acts of third persons." the court

stated in its ruling.
The foundation is a corporation
created by We,.tern to acquire, finance
and own Western's dorms, court
records stated.
Western is responsible for the management of the dorms. which includes
billing and collecting housing fees, hiring dorm employees and providing
security services.
The wrongful death lawsuit was
originally filed by Autry's estate Sept.

18. 2003 by Donna Autry, Melissa
Autry's mother. and Virginia White,
Melissa Autry's aunt. who arc coadministrators of Autr;i's esta te. They
alleged in the suit that the defendants'
negligence in failing to provide adequate security caused Autry's death.
Autry was raped. sodomized and set
on fire in her Poland dorm room on May
4, 2003 after returning from a party at
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Allen Bryant/Ilerald
Senior guard Antonio Haynes can only watch his team after fouling out late in the second half of the Sun Belt Conference semifinal game against the

Denver Pioneers in Denton, Texas. The Hilltoppers fell 77-68.

Denver runs away with win, Western misses dance again
"Thi time of y ar all th t m tters I the fin I co

BY W ES WAT T

Herald reporter
DENTON, Texas - As the minutes fell off
the clock like sand in an hourglass, all senior
guard Anto nio Haynes could do was watch.
He was sitting next to a.,sistant coach Paul
Sanderford when the clock hit zero and Western
lost 77-68 in the semifinals of the Sun Belt
Conference Tournament against Denver.
Haynes fouled out with 5 minutes and 29 sec- ,

onds left in the game and Western losing. 63-49.
"When there's the potential for it to be your
last game you want to be out there." Coach
Darrin Horn said. "To sit over there after fouling
out is a really helpless feeling. I know that as a

,,

I

former player."
The three-point arc turned its back on the
Toppers as they shot 21.1 percent from behind
the three-point line. The Toppers were 1-of-7 the
first half and 3-of-12 the ,econd.

But Denver didn't have problems shooting
threes.
The Pioneers shot 45 percent from behind the
arc. Denver senior guard Erik Benzel made five
of 14 attempts.
"We've talked about all year long if we're not
bigger or ,tronger or deeper than the people we
play against we need to make some shots to be
successful." Horn said.
:.EE M1ssEs
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Talent show brings in crowd of 200
Bv

L AURA CLARK

Herald reporter

I

aria DePoyMerlHeraf
Timothy Hqward and Crystal Bonneau practice "Dancing

the Story of Healing from an Abusive Relationship" by the
Latin American Student Association.

I

The bluegrass band Lost River and
dancers from the Latin American Student
Association were just a few of the performers at the "Take Back the 1ght" talent
show Friday.
About 200 people came to Van Meter to
support the Sexual Assault Awareness
Committee's efforts to break the cycle of
fear. shame and silence that comes with
sexual violence.
For Glasgow senior Terryn Honeycutt.
the support was personal.
Honeycuu has a friend who was scxu-

ally assaulted.
"l came in support for her and anybody
that has gone through it." she said.
Celebrating the survivors of sexual violence is part of the meaning of "Take Back
the Night."
The performances reflected the journey
of hope and healing that survivors travel.
Katrina Phelps and borrest Halford
sang the opening act. Simon and
Garfunkel's "The Sound of Silence. "
behind the curtain.
"The intention behind that was to let
people really process the words instead of
focusing on an image." said Phelps. a psy-

Saying goodbye

Lady Tops eliminated

Special Section

Philanthropist Gordon Ford died
on Thursday See some of the ways
he helped Western prosper. Page 3.

We!>tern's women's basketball
team wac; beaten by MTS U in the
Sun Belt semifinals. Page 12.

Need a job. want to kno,\
how to get one. check out the Job
Fair '>pecial section.
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chology professor.
Phelps said she wanted to be a part of
the talent show because she is familiar
with the priceless services I-lope Harbor, a
rape crisis center. provides for the community.
"I think any opportunity to raise awareness about the issue of sexual assault and
the pathway to healing is very important,"
she said.
Phelps said the message of breaking the
silence is a beautiful one.
"We can and need to talk about this," she
said.
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Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for two new
multimediu presentations on
Martin Luther l(jng Day.
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Weather watch
Today

37!! 23!!

Wednesday

402 252

a

Thursday

46!! 342

thousand

By the numbers
Friday

Saturday

44!! I 30!!

26

Calories burned by kissing for
one minute.

90

Percent of third marriages
which end In divorce.

Day

562 43!!

source: 1111,1•.care2.com
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alher Stan Puryear, the priest of St. Joseph's Catholic
Church, is not your stereotypical priest. Puryear never
imagined he would enter lhe Calholic priesthood,
after having been raised in a Baptist church. He began
attending the University of Kentucky pursuing an animal science
degree, but upon starting a spiritual journey he was led by a fraternity brother to attend mass at Catholic Church. This became a
turning point. He entered into the seminary and was ordained 10
years later.
St. Joe's has not always been the easiest church to run. losing
many priests to considerable stress that accompanies the job.
" It was too much for some other guys; however, I happen to
thrive o n stress, diversity and chaos, so 1 love it here," Puryear
said.
But sometimes the pressures of the profession arc loo much to
overcome.
Puryear said he has quit the priesthood before.
" I've probably quit a good seven or eight times," Puryear said.
"Sometimes l go so far as to spend a night away."
Puryear, an introvert by nature. prefers the company of his
black lab. Doiia, to many other people. Whenever he has a chance,
he goes hiking or spends the night in his friend's cabin to balance
out his hectic life.

Brienne Boon -::. is a senior photojournalism major from
Russellville. She ca11 be reached at brie1111e.boorrz@wku.edu.

►

e Reports

Reports
♦ David Barnaby. phy!>"ics
and astronomy department,
reported on March 2 the front
gate to the observatory stolen
on I 560 Petros Browning Road.
The value of the theft was )200.
♦ A female. Pearce-Ford
Tower, reported on March 2
assault in her dorm room.
♦A female. Northeast H,111.
reported on March 4 hara,sing

communications.
♦Mubanga N. Chitalu. Poland
Hall. reported on March 4 $400
stolen from her purse in the
Thompson Complex North Wing.
♦Bryan M. Carson, HelmCravens Library, reported o n
March 4 a magazine stolen from
the library. The value of the
theft was $3.99.
♦Ann
M. Zimmerman.
Zacharias Hall , reported on

March 4 the passenger-side w indow of her 1991 Mercury Capri
broken on Normal Street. The
value of the damage was $150.
♦ Eli,abeth A. Cummins,
Southwest Hall, reported on
March 4 the passenger-side window of her 1997 Pontiac Grand
Am broken in the PFT lot. The
value of the damage was $ 176.
♦Tyler J. Ayers, Smiths
Grove, reported on March 4 a

notebook stolen from on top of
his car in the Capitol lot. The
value of the theft was $5.

Arrests
♦ Chien-Ting Yen.
1322
College St.. was arrested on
March 5 for driving under the
innucnce of alcohol. He was
released from the Warren
County Regional Jail the same
day on a $750 unsecured bond.

♦ Yun-Chung
Lai , 1909
Creason St., was arrested on
March 5 for driving under the
innuence of alcohol. He was
released from the Warren
County Regional Jail the same
day on an $800 cash bond.
♦James Nicholas Narramore.
2727 Utah Drive, was arrested
o n March 6 for disregarding a
traffic control device and driving under the innucnce of alco-

hot. He was released from the
Warren County Reg ional Jail
the next day on a $750 unsecured bond.
♦Terrance De Wayne Brown,
Earlington. was arrested on
March 6 for operating on a suspended license and driving
under the influence of alcohol.
He was released from Warren
County Regional Jail the same
day on a $750 cash bond.
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co ege program

Do you need help filling out your FAFSA?
Do you want to file your FAFSA online but aren't sure how?
Do you have general questions about your FAFSA and how to file?

Then come join us
in the Financial Aid
Office each
Thursday from 8:30
until 4:00. Our
Financial Aid
Counselors will be
available to answer
your questions and
help you file online
or complete a paper
FAFSA.

Western Ke ntucky University
DUC 340
6:00 pm • Thursday• March 10 • 200S
Recruiting for Walt Disney Work:P Resort, FL
PRESENTATION ATTENDANCE IS REQUIRED

j

PREPARE ONLINE] AT

disneycollegeprogram.com

Information to bring with you:
• A copy of your 2004 federal taxes
• A copy of your parent's 2004 federal taxes if you are a
dependent student
• Your PIN (as issued by the federal FAFSA processing center.)
If you do not have a PIN you can pre-apply for one by going to

www.pin.ed.gov
• Your parent's PIN if you are a dependent student
• Your W'2's if you will not file taxes

....
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WESTERN
KENTUCKY

UNIVERSITY

Student Financial Assistance
317 Potter Hall
(270) 745-2755
fa .questions@wku.edu
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Gordon B. Ford, 1913-2005
College of Commerce. which preceded Wcstern's Business
College.
After he graduated in I 934, he helped start the accounting firm
of Yeager, Ford & Warren in Louisville. which is now
PricewaterhouseCoopers. one of the largest accounting firms in the
country. He retired as a managing partner of that firm·.
"He wrote one of the true entrepreneurial stories in Kentucky
business history." Ransdell said.
Many people who knew Ford remember him as an optimistic
individual.
"His graciousness and generosity have to be the hallmarks of his
personality,'' Ransdell said.
Ford staned an annual golf outing for business faculty and
alumni, Jefferson said.
·'He was just a super person and had a real positive effect on students and faculty at Western," Jefferson said.
Ford was also an active member of the Western Board of
Advisors and director of the W K U
Foundation. In 1999. he was inducted into
Western·s Hall of Distinguished A lumni.
I le served as an elder of the Second
Presbyterian Church in Louisville and was
a member of the First Presbyterian Church
_ Gary Ransdsl of Delray Beach. Fla.
He is survived by Glenda. his wife of
Western Pmide
30 years: three children, Gordon 8. Ford
Jr. of Louisville. Gayle Ford Whittenberg
of Louisville and Delray Beach. Fla., and Gregory Newman Ford
of Viera, Fla.; three grandchildren: one great-grandchild; and many
nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy can be made in the form of contributions to the Second Presbyterian Church in Louisville. the Gordon
Ford College of Busincs · or the First Presbyterian Church in
Delray Beach. Fla.

BY SAMAN TII A H UPMAN

llerald reporter
One of Western 's most significant philanthropists and entrepreneurs has died.
Gordon Buell Ford died Thursday at Bethesda Memorial
Hospital in Boynton Beach. Fla.
l le was 91 years old.
"It's a great loss for Western. the Louisville business community and for Kentucky:· President Gary Ransdell said.
Ford committed $10.6 million in December 1998 to Western's
College of Business. the largest single gift in the university's history. The college was dedicated in his name in December 1999.
"He had a belief that education was very important in moving
the state of Kentucky forward," i,aid Roben Jefferson. dean of the
College of Business.
Ford's donation was the leading donation in Western·s Capital
Campaign. which ran from 1998-2003, said Tom Hiles. vice president of institutional advancement.
"It was like an earthquake," ll iles said.
At the time, Western had never gonen a
. seven-figure donation.
"He changed philanthropy at Western:·
Ransdell said. " It was his gift that gave us
the confidence to be ambitious and know
that we would be successful."
Ford's donation went toward creating
the Gordon Ford Dean's Fund for
Excellence and numerous scholarships for students studying within the business college.
It also created the Mallie Newman Ford Professor of
Entrepreneurial Studies. which is an endowed professorship named
after Ford\ mother. who was a teacher.
photo court<'.\_\' WKU
" He always used the phrase that his mother worked his way
Multi-million dollar philanthropist Gorden B. Ford died Thursday,
through college." Jefferson said. "She helped suppon him finanMarch 3 at Bethesda Memorial Hospital in Boynton Beach, Fla.
cially and encouraged him."
He was 91 years old.
Ford was born in Greenville and auended Bowling Green

'He wrote one of the true
ntrepreneurial stories in
Kentucky busi 1ess history."

Reach Sa111a111/w I Jup111a11

(I/

11e111s@111k11herald.co111.

Professor testing for high levels of radon in faculty homes
BY B ET II WtLBERDING

Herald reporter
More than 160,000 people
die from lung cancer each year.
And 20.000 of those cases aren't
due to smoking - they arc
caused by a radioactive gas that
leah into homes across the
nation.
Geography professor John
All hopes to aid in the testing of
radon to find out what causes
some area-; to have higher levels
of the gm, and if the region's
geography affects the levels.
All sent ru1 e-mail to faculty

and staff last week requesting
that they allow him and his studenL\ lo test their houses for
radon. Within 15 minutes. All
said he received 50 e-mails.
Three hundred people volunteered to panicipate in the test.
He said he plans on incorporating the study into his environmental science classes and hopes
to have results ready in April.
Radon. a radioactive gas
emitted when uranium brcab
down into lead, is released into
thousands of homes across the
country and b the second-leading cause of Jung cancer after

smoking, according to the
Environmental Protection
Agency.
When All moved to Bowling
Green three years ago. he said he
didn ·1 know much about the
region ·s radon problems.
·'What we found out was, in
fact. Bowling Green had some of
the highest rates in the county. if
not in the country." All said. "As
a result, 1thought we need to see
why a person's hom,e gets certain levels."
To test for radon, a charcoal
canister is placed in the lowest
level of the home. Radioactive

particles hit the charcoal
throughout the duration of the
test, and the canisters are sent to
a lab to be analy,cd.
Radon levels can vary greatly
in close regions. All said his
house tested at 40 picoCurics per
liter (pCi/L). nearly 10 limes the
healthy rate. His next door
neighbor'!. level wa-; one.
lt is recommended that radon
be less than four pCi/L. said
Terry Flynn. a senior health
environmentalist for the Barren
River Health Depanment.
The radon testing is part of a
grant the Barren River I lcalth

District was given by the
Kentucky Radon Program,
Flynn said.
"We want to reach out to
make people aware of radon
being a problem," he said.
The health depanment began
doing extensive radon testing
about IO years ago and thousands of tests have been done,
Flynn said.
Clay H ardwick. the stale
radon program coordinator. said
some health districts offer free
radon tests tJ1rough the grant.
But radon testing kits can abo be
bought al hardware stores.

T he Karst topography in the
region gives Kentucky higher
radon levels. he said.
·'It makes a pathway for the
radioactive gas and gets into our
homes.·· Hardwick said. "There
are a lot of counties that end up
being in that geology."
We tern's buildings tested for
high radon levels in the 80s, A ll
said.
"There was a massive risk in
the dorms. but that's been fixed."
he said.

Reach Beth Wilberding at
11ews@wkuherald.co111.

www.wkuherald.com
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Dunt Get Stuck
in the Same Did~
Same Old...
INDIVIDUAL Leases
• MORE Living Area
• MORE Private Space
INDIVIDUAL Storage Unit
BLAZING High Speed Internet
FULLY Furnished 3/3 or 4/4 Suites
• INCLUDES Utility Package!
• FREE Shuttle to WKU
Cable AND Internet Included
TOP OF THE LINE Amenities
2 Tanning Booths
Air Hockey
Foosba/1 Table
2 Billiard Tales
Fitness Facility Sand Volleyball
Movie Theater Basketball Court

West Bowling Green
&WI<U Campus

781-9494
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OPINION

"Congress shall make 110 law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First Amendment. U.S. Constitution

E<litor Sltaw111ay~ HopAi11s:
editor@wk11lterald.co111
News E<litor Lindsey Reed:
news@11•k11lterald.co111
Opinio11 Editor /o{Jltie Baker:
lterald@wkulterald.com
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Toppers score
outside competition
On paper, they look like your typical slackers. down the team's overall score, and makes them
They miss <;everal days of class a semester. and appear to be in "academic danger" when in realispend up to 20 hours a week for "extracurricular ty their grades are doing just fine. This seems to
be the case for both the basketball team, who has
activities."
But Western athletes arc anything but slack- seen four players transfer between the Dennis
ers. Despite missing several days of class while Felton and Darrin Hom coaching transition. and
traveling to away games and spending up to 20 the one member lost by the women's tennis team.
Incorporating retention is not fair to those
hours a week molding themselves to excel in
competition, they have cumulatively managed to players who work hard and make good grades.
The scores make them look
recei.ve a 967 out of l000 on
like the slackers who don't try,
the Academic Progress Rate
when in reality it is the people
Compilation
Report Tbe luaea A ll but two
Western teams p assed the
who transferred for reasons
released last week.
outside their control that their
Herc's an extra wave of Academic Progress Rate
scores were brought down.
our red towel for you guys. Compilation Re port with flyThe APR needs to measure
With most of your time con- ing colors.
academic progress without
sumed with practice and
penalizing the athletes for
travel, iL's a commendable
Oar'V'lew: The only rea - transfers.
accomplishment when you
ln addition to basing the
are able to attain good son they didn't p a ss had
scale solely on academies
grades too. It's hard for nothing to do with their
some people with only 12 academics. The APR nee ds
instead of including transfers,
hours and nothing else to get to base its measurements
the APR could broaden their
good grade!.. so hats off to on academic progress
window of the grading scale
you for being number one in alone, because none of t h e
from two years to four or five.
the Sun Belt Conference.
As it stands, if the basketball
teams are lagging behind.
The only teams that fell
(870) and tennis team (9 17) do
into the "danger zone" were
not improve to 925, lhey will
the men'!, basketball team and women's tennis
be penalized. Taking a longer length of time to
team. But we feel they got the short end of the
gaze progress would give a more accurate grade
towel. According to the NCAA Web site, teams'
of the students' improvement.
overall grades arc based on a two part system
The Toppers deserve to have their academic
where each player gets a point if their grades
standing
measured fairly. They work too hard to
were good and if they returned to the school from
be
slighted
as slackers.
the previous year. The site states that these two
measurements have been proven to estimate
expectant graduation amongst student athletes.
Therefore when athletes transfer, it brings

This editorial represents the majority opinion of
the Herald's nine-member board of student editors.

Relationship manifesto
Alex Fontana
The overarching principle
of a relationship i s to keep
each member in a state of
security. Security is the funda_mcntal component of a
functional romantic relationsh ip.
Contrar y to belief,
interest and spontaneity are
negative qualities. They neither enhance nor j ustify a
relationship.
To clarify interest further.
there must be an understanding of the paradox concerning
the term " interest".
I n typical modern dating
relationships. initially. disinterest is considered interest.
When a man gets a woman's
phone number. a healthy level
of indifference is required to
communicate interest. This is
the intcrntion behind the
"three day" policy.
Once communication is.
initiated. both men and
women !.hould keep all emotions and beliefs to themselves.
Sharing thoughts never
helps a relationship. If there
is a conflict of beliefs, the
entire relationship could be at

and family for advice, rather
than speaking with the other
member in the relationship.
This allows the possibility of
further unavoidable melodrama.
M el odrama is the main
underlying principle of rel ationships. Adhering to modern standards of rel ationships is per fectly acceptable.
Deviation
from
soci etal
norms i s risky behavior and
should be dealt with by pos(,11\,C \,UIIII aJ11 C(!.j(,.,
sibl y ending the relationship.
Also. downplay respect.
Speak poorly about your
partner w hen away from
them and lie to them when
you speak directl y.
Both
members should do this to
ensure the security of insecurity.
The same paradox
applies to lhat of interest/di sinterest.
- ftlex c-"r.t,na
When ending the relationship.
do not use creative terfor intellectually or emotionminology.
Expressing perally lacking relationships.
When communication fal- sonal need is not an effective
ters. it is best to keep criticism method. " We're moving too
to one's self. Voicing dissent is fast," "I need space." and
a guaranteed way to end a rela- "There's somebody else" are
tionship. Political views and the only three ways to end a
moral values arc a sensitive relalionship.
Other terms
subject for each member, so coul d cau e confusion and
lying is absolutely necessary.
delay the break-up progress.
Should dissent be voiced,
Alex Fontana is a freshman
an overreacting response is
news
editorial major from
acceptable.
M el odramatic
Richmond.
behavior is one way to ensure
The views in this commenthe vitality of a relationship.
tary
are not those ofthe Il erald
It is encouraged for either
or
the
universi1y.
member to consu ll friends

risk.
Physical intimacy should
be enacted immed i ately to
secure--again security comes
into play--that the rel ationship has legitimacy. A night
of physical intimacy i s equal
to two weeks of casual conversation. A week of physical
intimacy, therefore. is equal
to fourteen weeks of casual
conversation.
This policy is a safety net

is initiated, both men
and women should
keep emotions and
beliefs to themselves.
Sharing thoughts
never helps a
relationship."

l
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Letters to the ·editor
takes me back to the good 'ole days of WKU.
To see this particular art icle make derogatoAs some of you might know, President
ry comments about the greek population is
Bush plans to make a visit to Louisville, on
very upsetting to read.Pink Polo shirts as a
Thursday "for a conversation on Slrengthcnwardrobe staple and " licking stamps" to
ing Social Security." [White House, 3/4/05]
count towards community ser vice? You
The issue of the current U.S. Social
have no basis for those remarks, and have no
Secutity system (which may or may not need
factual reference to back comments like that
to be altered for various reasons), seems to
up. 1 personally can attest to the fact that
be a redirecting tool for the current adminisboth mine and my brothers' service hours
tration. 1 am not at all try ing to say that
Social Security isn't important; I personally were all very real and all benefitted the cointhink it i s a v ital part of our society. munity to some extent. There would be no
However, I feel that the most important issue Bowling Green l0K Classic without our
we have presently is lhe war in Iraq. I have, help. there would be no American Red Cross
as most people do, many loved ones serving ~lood drive without our help, and the list
overseas and some who are awai ting their goes on. I would love to see a comparison of
call - for the first, second and even third our actual (and very real) service hours with
the rest of the university student's service
time for service in the current war.
l feel like President Bush and his staff are hours performed , not to mention average
trying to re-direct the public's eye to anoth- GPA compared with the rest of the universier big i ssue in this country. so that some of ty average. Try posting an editorial about
the heat can be taken off of what I feel i s that for a change!
most important right now. 1 just hope that
Corey Logsdon
we can see this for what it is and remind othLouisville
ers of what's crucial at this point in our
WKU Graduate May '01
country's history.

President has a plan

The ills of extra credit

Laura Hepp Kessel
sophomore
Vice President of College Democrats

Last Thursday night, the first speaker to
introduce Dr. Staub's public discussion about
the roots of genocide began with " I know
some of you are just here for the extra credit. so... " After this embarrassing opening, the
speaker's microphone failed repeatedly, but
he recei ved sl ow and finally. paltry help
from administrators, as if no one was sure
who was in charge. After about 10 minutes.
students began to leave MMTH auditorium
at a consi stent rate throughout the lecture.
They left talking, laughing and without turning abound to ensure the door closed behind
them. It did not.
Too many of those who did stay decided
to use the opportunity between Dr. Staub's
main points to debate which bar to go to
after they skipped out on the last five minutes. We even overheard something to the
effect of "no, you go first," " o, you go
first. " I f you're going to talk. just don't come.
I nstead. try making better grades so you
don't need the extra credit. You ruin the
experience for those of us who are taking
something serious seriousl y. Teachers should
reconsider using distingui shed public forums
for extra credit. While your intention may be
to impress visitors with high attendance, the
effect of a large audience that dwindles
down noisily throughout the night is far from
impressive. l f _Western students continue to
behave this way, we will continue to be
deserving of assumptions like the one made
by the introduclory speaker - that we arc
o nly showing up to important academic conversations addressing human slaughter for
extra credit.

Big stories
I just finished reading the section in
Thursday's paper entitled " Big Stories M ean
Long N ights, Special Editions" and wanted
you all to know that I think it's completely
consi stent that the Herald only did an online
special edition when Katie died. I mean. she
was only a person. she was only murdered,
why waste the ink to tell everybody that her
body fin ally just gave out and now the world
has just l ost a beautiful person. Also that the
case was onl y briefly mentioned as one of
the important stories that the Herald has covered. It makes me wonder: are you also
attempting to downplay the fact that it happened along with the rest of the administration. I wrote a letter last year to note the
lack of any sort of memorial to Katie on the
anniversary of her death last year. It seems
that you only print anything pertaining to the
case when it is "newsworthy. " I guess to you
her life was not nearly as " newsworthy" as
her death. Way to get up circulation.
Danica Ja ckson
Elizabethtown. j unior
Editor 's note: Jackson was Awrey's roomate in Poland Hall.

Greek comments derogatory
As a greek alumnus of Western K entucky
University. f was very disappointed in reading this article. Some of my best memories
and learning experiences came from both my
educational experience with the university
and my personal experiences with my fraternity. I look forward to reading the online
version of the Herald twice per week, as it

Erin Cutler
Bonny McDonald
English graduate s1ude11t
assistallt coach Western Forensics Team
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People

Bu

What was the
first cd you
ever bought
and why did
you buy it?

I

"I know it was TLC

because I liked the college atmosphere 1n the
videos.
-Amelia MIiier
Russellv1//e
graduate student

"Al I re111en re is slealrg my "Actually Alanis Morisette's
Jagged Little Pill. Thars
brolhef's Tupoc al I dcill
JUSt old school stuff. I like
kro,yv-.tlal too,,were sayng
the video on MTV I
solWdSl<e"An;ti,wesl
guess.side.-

-Lorilee Beckman
Scmerset
j.riY

-Brad Lawson
Russell Springs
freshman

"Startlilly. It was a local
band up Ill Louisville. I think

I heard it on the radio. It
was a really bad cd loo.
-Joey Wilkinson
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Faculty

Maternity leave policy absent
workjng with pregnant faculty.
"Some department heads
commented that the number of
weeks for leave can only be
decided on a case-by-case basis.
and we're very fortunate that our
policy can be adapted to faculty
members' individual needs."
she said.
Glisson said wide ranges of
opinions on leave agreements
could be a result of tJ1e university not giving much structure.
At Ball State University, one
of Western 's benchmark institutions. faculty who don't qualify
for family medical leave are
allowed off without pay if
advised by a doctor, said Diane
Drake, Ball State's Leave
Program Specialist.
After the medical leave time.
faculty can take up to six
months more off under the university's child care leave policy.
she said.
Faculty members can also
use accumulated sick days and
vacation time to cover some of
the time they miss. Drake said.
T he University of Iowa,
another benchmark institution,
gives faculty members paid sick
leave for up to six weeks or until
they are released to work by a
physician. Benefits Generalist
Cindy Webb said.

William Davis said it could take
up to a year to find someone
qualified to teach certain classes,
and it was more feasible to have
other faculty cover them.
Shoenfelt's report says the
female faculty population at
Western has grown by 77 people
in the last ten years. Females
now make up almost 40 percent
of the faculty population.
The report also states that the
trend of more pregnant faculty is
likely to continue as the "baby
boomer faculty generation" continues to retire and be replaced
by more young women.
The Famjly Medical Leave
Act of 1993 grants faculty members up to 12 weeks of unprud
leave for childbirth or adoption.
But
Human
Resources
Director Tony Glisson srud faculty members arc almost always
granted paid leave.
The report showed wide disagreement between department
heads over the proper amount of
leave time to allot.
Department heads reported
an average of 12 weeks to be
reasonable leave time - almost
four weeks longer than a similar
1995 report. But responses
ranged from 3.5 to 52 weeks
during the latest study.
Shocnfell said the average
may have been skewed by the
wide range of answers, o r it may
be attributed to department
heads' growing experience in

B Y AMBER COULTER

Herald reporter
Economics professor Claudia
Strow·s second child is due this
week and she will have to temporarily transfer her classes to
other professors during her
maternity leave.
'Tve been very fortunate,"
Strow said. "The department has
been very understanding. very
willing to help out and cover."
The university has no official
policy for handling pregnancy
and maternity leave. Methods of
handling maternity leave vary
across departments.
A forum on maternity leave
policies was offered by the
Women's Studies program
Thursday. About 30 female faculty members and graduate students attended.
Psychology professor Betsy
Shoenfelt unveiled a report she
compiled documenting how
department heads handle leave
agreements, during the forum.
Her report showed that most
department heads preferred to
cover the classes of faculty on
maternity leave by temporary
professors.
But most of these classes
were actually covered by other
faculty who weren't paid extra
- a plan that ranked near the
bottom of the options department heads anted to use.
Economics department head

lliss

IJ

Nat's

Eamou•

Reach Amber Coulter ar
news@wkuherald.com.

SUIT: Foundation can be sued
Cou•

II

D

C

It,

ft

Un ivcrs ity's S t ud e n t Life
Foundation was an important step
because they are an owner of the
do1111s. and we are able to hold
them responsible for what they
didn't do,'' Crocker srud.
According to court documents, the foundation originally
argued that it was also immune
because it was acting as an agent
of Western. The criminal attack
on Autry was a superseding cause
of her injuries and death. The
Autry estate didn't join the two
men charged with Autry's murder
as defendants.
Buzz English, the attorney for
the foundation. said the foundation is considering different
options, including appealjng the

..

the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
house. She died from third degree
bums on May 7. 2003 at
University Medical Center in
Nashville.
Fonner Poland employees
Sandra Hess, Aubrey Livingston,
Lynne Allison Todd. Alex
Kuehne and Aja Hendrix are still
being sued individually in the
lawsuit along with Pi Kappa
AJpha and Pikes, Inc.
Benjamin Crocker. the attorney representing the Autry estate,
said his client will probably
appeal the portion of the court of
appeals' ruling excluding Western
from the lawsuit.
·'Having Western Kentucky

ruling to the Kentucky Court of
Appeals.
"This is not a detem1ination
that the Student Life Foundation
was in any way responsible for
KatieAutry's death." English said.
Stephen L. Soules, 21, of
Scottsville pleaded guilty to
Autry's murder on March 23.
2004. Under a plea agreement,
Soules will receive life in prison
without the possibility of probation or parole.
Lucas 8. Goodrum, 23, of
Scottsville is currently standing
trial in Owensboro for Autry's
murder.

I
ar

Reach AsMee Clark ar
11ews@wk11herald.com.
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Few students attend parking discussion Later hours coming
BY BET H Wll.BERD I NG

Herald reporter
Nearly 18,000 students. facul
ty. staff and visitors convene on
the I !ill every day. And many of
them fight for one thing - a
parking space.
·n,e growing demand for parking prompted Jennifer Touga,.
director of parking and transportation improvements, to hold a
fomm yesterday to examine f>O\·
sible options to decrease the number of cars on campus.
•·1 think it was a good intemclion," Tougas said. "I was hoping
to sec more student<;."
Mainly faculty and staff
altendcd the hour-long forum.
TI1cy discussed possible alternatives to parking on campus and
other options to driving.
It was the third forum that
Tougas held to get feedback for
the parking and transportation
master plan.

Chester McNulty. a facilities
management employee. said he
thinks it would be a good idea to
create more off-campus parking
for both rc.sident1, and staff. especially for people who don ·1 need
to park daily.
Areas like the Campbell Lane
Lot could be utilited by students
who want to have their cars in
Bowling Green, but don't need
them on campus every day,
Touga<; said.
·1·111 in favor of polices that
cncournge their use." she said.
"Tm really in favor of maximizmg remote lots:·
If that option was offered, Mudents would pay less for their
parking pass and would have
shuttle servicei. available to and
flum campus.
Toug,ts said one of her main
goal< is to improve and expand
the shuule system. In the future,
the uni,ersity could have the
capability to send shuules lo

apartment complexes with high
student populations and to nearby
residential areas.
Tri!.ha CaHahan, who works in
sponsored programs. said she
would be interested in a shuttle
system that would take her home.
"It would be great to have a
shuttle service go out there:· she
said.
Callahan said she attended the
forum because she wanted to help
explore solutions to Western 's
parking issues.
Only one topic brought
applause from fonun panicipates
- banning freshman from bringing can,.
Tougas said she did not favor a
policy excluding freshman drivers, but she doesn't oppose incentives that would encoumge more
Mudents tO leave their ·cars at
home.
Participants also discussed
options such a., creating better
bike facilities and encouraging

car pools as possible means to
alleviate the parking problem.
Tougas has been working with
the parking and transportation
steering committee since
February to create a parking and
tram,portation master plan.
Katie Dawson. Student
Government Association executive vice president. is a member of
the parking and transportation
committee. She said the feedback
the committee received from the
first two parking forums helped
them with the parking and transportation master plan.
··They gave us a really good
idea of what our constituency
wants,"' she said.
The committee hopes to have
the master plan for the fall semester finished by April. Dawson
said.

Reach Beth Wifberding at
11ews@wk11herald.co111.

B Y AMBER COULTER

Herald reporter
Night class student-. will soon
have more dining options when
Fresh Food Company extends iL'i
hours after spring break.
Student Government
Association recently passed a
resolution to recommend that
Dining Services change Fresh
Food Company's hours to remain
open until 8 p.m. during a trial
period. Dining Services ha.\ now
adopted the change permanently.
Taylorsville freshman Eric
Christian. co-author of the resolution, said the legislation will primarily help night class student~
grab a better dinner before or after
they head off to lectures.
"Now they have healthier
options, because a lot of times the
dinner optioni, don't work around
their schedules too well," he said.
Panida Pik Vesakha-Vahrinth,
a freshman from Bangkok and
co-author of the legislation, said
she was in the marching band last
semester and realized that many
athletes and organizations also
have trouble working a healthy

dinner into their schedules.
Roy Biggers. senior dining
services director, said Ammark
representatives had already been
discussing the change, but they
realized the need for the change
when Vesakha-Vahrinth suggested the idea.
Biggers said Aramark could
have implemented the changes
without SGA's approval, but he
wanted to run them by the senators.
.
"We like 10 work closely with
SGA," he said. " It's nice to have
the backing and approval of
SGA.'"
The change will not cost much
mQre for employee pay because
Aramark changed employees'
schedules so they wouldn"t have
to go into overtime. Biggers said.
Dining Services is waiting
until after spring break to make
the change in order to give
employees enough notice in
regards to their own schedules.

Reach Amber Coulter at
11ews@wk11herald.com.

Jury not yet selected
B Y ASH LEE CLARK

Herald reporter
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The trial of one of the men
accused of murdering Pellville
freshman Melissa •'Katie"
Autry continued with additional
jury selection yesterday in
Owensboro.
Thirteen defense witnesses
were also sworn in yesterday at
the Warren County Justice
Center in the trial of Lucas B.
Goodrum, 23.
Opening statements are
expected to begin today at the
Morton J. Holbrook Jr.. Justice
Center in Owensboro.
Autry was raped. sodomi.r.ed
and set on fire in her Poland
Hall dorm room on May 4.
2003. She died from third
degree burns on May 7 at
Vanderbilt Univer~ity Medical
Ceriter in Na.sh, iUe.
. tephen
oules, 2 I. of
Scottsville pleaded guilty to
Autry's murder on March 23,
2004. Under a plea agreement.
Soules will receive life in
prison without the possibility of
probation or pa.role.
If convicted. Goodrum could
face the death penalty.
Jury selection for the trial

began March I .
About 175 jurors had been
questioned during the first
week of jury selection, according to a March 5 story in the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer.
Many of the quei,tions
focused on the jurors' ability to
impose certain sentences on
Goodrum if he is found guilty.
Other than the death penalty.
the jury can choose to give
Goodrum a life sentence, life
with parole, life without parole
or a 20-50 year sentence.
The jurors also were asked
about their knowledge of the
case and any relationships to
the parties involved in the case.
One of the witnesses sworn
in yesterday was Zachary
Kafoglis. who formerly represented Soules. Kafoglis said
that he would not be able totestify at Goodrum 's trial because
of his attorney-client privilege
with Soules.
Daviess Circuit Court Judge
Tom Castlen said he will make
a decision about Kafoglis's
ability to testify soon.

Reach Ashlee Clark at
11ews@wk11herald.co111.
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"It doesn't matter what your talent is ... you help break the silence."- Elizabeth Mohon, staff counselor

TALENT: Show was first of series for

Sexual Assault Awareness Month
CONTIIIUED FRIM FRONT

Carla DePoysrer/Herald
Carlandas Ellis pe rforms with Project S.T.E.P.P.A.Z. at Van Meter
Auditorium in honor of Sexual Assault Awareness Month . A talent show was
held by A.L.I.V.E Center and Hope Harbor, Inc., on Friday night in celebration
of survivors of sexual violence.

,au

"Take Back the Night" was the
first event i n a series sponsored by
Hope H arbor, the A.LI.VE Center
and Western.
The series is part of Sexual
Assault Awareness Month.
Elizabeth Mohon. the Counseling
and Testing Center staff counselor,
said she was pleased with the
turnout.
"Sexual assaul t ( issues) touches
everyone and is everyone's problem," she said.
The diverse group of performers
reflected this message, showing that
sexual assault crosses all racial, eth-

nic and rel igious lines, M ohon said.
"It doesn't matter what your talent i s - stepping, singing, dancing
- you hel p break the silence," she
said.
A lso at the show, H ope H arbor
presented Western w ith their
L ighthouse Award, which is given
annually to distinguished community partners.
Western earned the award for the
changes the campus made following
the assault and death of a student.
T he campus is focusing on education and awareness as a way to
reduce the possibility of sexual
assault.

"Take Back the Night's" final
per formance was a song by the
Amazing Tones of Joy choir.
Singing "I am healed," the choir
had the audience on their feet and
clapping along, bri nging a positive
end to the show.
The next event for Sexual Assault
Awareness M onth is the movie, "The
Accused," based on a true story
about a gang-rape.
It w ill be shown at 7p.m. today at
South Campus.
A ll events are free.

Reach Laura Clark at
11ews@wk11herafd.co111.

I'm a student and a Plasma Donor
Name: Jamie Hammonds
Class: Junior, WKU
Major: Elementary Education
Why donate Plasma?
I donate plasma because not only does it
benefit other people but I get paid for it too!

Earn up to $170/mo. donating plasma in a friendly place.

Bowling Green Biologicals LLC (270) 793-0425
410 Old Morgantown Road - Bowling Green, KY 42101
DCIPLASMA.com

rabuat'fon
Monday, March 7
Elizabeth town Campus
3·30 S:00p m. (EST)

atr

Jllaking colltgt Ifft a lfttlt It.is strtssful for tbts
ptat's grabuating stubents

Tuesday, March 8
WKU Main Campus
(3rd Hoor D.U.C.)
10:00 1:00p m.

,
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May & August Graduates

I

Glasgow Campus
3·30-S:00p.m

Get sized for your Cap and Gown

W cdnesday, March 9
WKU Main Campus
(3rd Floo r D.U.C)

T ables will be set up with the follo~ing:

10 00 I OOp m.

Owens b oro Campus
3:30-S·00p.m.

T hursday, March 10
WKU Main Campus
(3rd Floor D.U.C.)
10·00 I :00p m .
2:30-S.30p.m

WKU Spring Job hir
All Stu dents Welcome
(South Campus)
I ·00 4:00p m

Friday, March 11
WKU Main Campus
(3rd Floor D.U.C.)
l0·00-1 :00p m.

WKU Alumni Association
Career Services
Registrar's Office Confirmation of Graduation
Univer sity Bookstore: Invitations and Cap and Gown
Senior Class Challenge
WKU Graduate School
Talisman Pictures and Orders
Balfour: WKU Official School Ring Orders

Spring Commencement is
May 6, 6:30p.m. at L.T. Smith Stadium
This e ve nt is sponsored by the WKU Alumni Association, the University
Bookstore and Balfour.
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Greek community takes a step toward unity
B Y LEA H CAUDL E

Herald reporter
The sturdy, regal columns of Van Meter
Auditorium have seen their share of distinguished speakers and talented musical
guest!°>.
This auditorium. with its pristine marble floors and climbing staircases, has
experienced the most intellectually stimulating speeches by renowned speakers and
has brought crowds to reverent silence.
Not Thursday night.
The floor vibrated as the thundering
footsteps of the participants engaged in
last-minute practice for the third annual
Unity Step Off.
T hese loud steps were the sounds of
persistence .
Fulton senior Chrystal Kerney, a member of Della Sigma Theta sorority said that
the girl!> that she and her fellow sorority
sisters helped learn to step were a little
shaky at first.
But after working at it for about two
and a half weeks, and with the girls asking
questions for help. she said they perfected
it.
·They were awesome," Kerney said.
The Step Qff was sponsored by the
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. Nashville
sophomore Darrien Burress said that the
purpose of the step competition was 10
create unity between the black and white
sororities and fratern ities.
"We don't want anyone to feel left out,"
Burress said as he welcomed the audience.
Black fraternities and sororities were
paired with white sororities and fraternities to present a show that brought together .not only Greeks. but also those who
were not within the Greek inner c ircle.
Russian
sophomore
Nasha
Karpoukhina said that she attended the
show because she likes watching people
step.
She also said that she liked that there
was diversity amongst the sororities and
the fraternit ies.
··11 's nice that all the sororities and fraternities can come together." Karpoukhina
said.
Chants. screams and tumultuous claps
of approval signified the start of the show.
Van Meter turned into a nightclub.
Swiveling hips, stomps and loud hip
hop music rang through the auditorium,
but nothing could have been as loud as the
approving screams from the and ience
members supporting their favorite act.
~OHTIKUEO OH Ullf PAGE

Yoko Furnkawa/Herald
Shelbyville freshman Jona
Luttrell peeks inside the
auditorium before her and
the rest of the Alpha Delta
Pi members' performance
"Candy Shop".

foko Furukawa/Herald
Kappa Delta's Laura Plank, a sophomore from St. Louis, Mo., left, Hopkinsville sophomore Amy Puckett, middle, and
Bowling Green sophomore Sara Jo Romagnoli react to the Kappa Sigma fraternity's performance. The girls were some of
the lucky ones to receive roses from the performers.

FOR
EVERY
STAGE

BOWLING,
BILLIARDS, AND
PING PONG:
$3W/WKU ID
$5 W/ OUT WKU ID
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g FREE l1RAWINCaS:
$50 0-ift Certificate at farget
S5 "'"' Ca111era
Sprit1g Jreak 0-rab Jag
Friday, March 11
Time: 8-11 pm
FREE PIZZA,
SNACKS, SODA,
and MOCKTAILS
for WKU Students!
(must have WKU ID)
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EYcry \\Oman is unique. And, c,cry stage ofa woman's
lifo is different.
The phy~icians and staff of Women·.,. I!ealrh Speciuli:-.ts
arc totally dedicated to caring for the unique healthcare
needs of" omen throughout their Ii\ cs. including the
acti\C and ::.omctimc:s challenging college years.
f1'0111e11 :~ Ilealllz Speciali.,l\ \\ orks ,, ith each young
woman individually to prO\ idc hci with the complete
health sen ice:-. ,ind infonnation necessary to tackle all
the ne,, experiences associated with college life. They
offer a full spcctmm of care from routine exam:-. such
as annual pap smears and pn.!\ cntion screenings... to
disrussions on various birth control options. Obstetrical
care for expectant mothers and surgical procedures for
gynecological problems arc abo prO\ ided if needed.

s

And the best nc\\ s is that Jfomen I Jeallh .~j,ecialists
participates ,, ith most IllaJOr insuranc companies.

RED PIN
BOWLING!!

NOW ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS
Philip \'. P1,ebe. MD
Jeffery H: !\e111e . Hf) r-ACOG
Ueborah 4. Ka\lla HD f'ACOG

De. l'i11 G. Trew, \ID

Spring Break
Grab Bags to be
given away!

The University Centers & Leadership Programs is
Team Member of the Division of Student Affairs and
Campus Services
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Amber Sig111a11/Herald
Sara Vallet, center, a junior from Brentwood, Tenn., and other Alpha Omicron Pi members dressed as mechanics with a "Pimp My Ride" theme at Thursday's step show winning

them first place. "It was an awesome experience to win. We put a lot of hard work into it. We had a really original idea, " Tiffany Johnson, a sophomore from Franklin, Tenn., said.

Although technical difficulties po-;ed as a nuisance. they
did not ruin the show.
Various fraternity and sorority members interacted with the
audience with different tactics. winning approval. Some had
different themes such as MTV"s show '"Pimp My Ride." and a
fraternity nirted with the audience by throwing out red roses.
Showing off their freestyle dance mo\es and synchroni7ed
steps. participants added color to the show b) wearing am1y
fatigues, colorful shirts with lollipops. car wash outfits and
ki monos.

Intermissions were anything but down-time as different fraternities and sororities got on stage and danced. T here was a
role call to see which sorority or fraternity was most hyped up.
The show pressed on and presented creativity at its best.
The j udges met while the audience moved in the ir scats to
the booming mu ic heard throughout the auditorium .
- The AOPis. joined by the Kappa Alpha Psis, who taught
them to step, came in first place o n the stage. with the Kappa
Delta's coming in seco nd place followed by A lpha Delta Pi
coming in third.

As for the fraternities. the Kappa Sigma's came in first
while Sigma Phi Epsilon came in second place.
Jamie Sullivan. a sophomore from Scarborough. Maine and
a member of the \\ inning sorority. said she felt great about the
performance overall. She said that she had never stepped
before and it was cool that black and white sororities and fraternities could come together and do something.
··t thought it was awesome." Sullivan said.

Reach Leah Caudle at Jeat11res@wk11herald.co111.

Check out

www.wkuhe rald . com
for exclusive onlinc content.
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State budget
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State education standards changing Legislators vote tod~y
B Y K ELLY RI C HARDSO N

Herald reporter
Westcm is in the process of
reworking the plan lhe university uses to meet criteria set by
the Council for Post-secondary
Education.
The CPE met with Western
administrators Wednesday to
discuss the changing of CPE's
public agenda. which sets the
criteria for how higher education institutions are measured in
the slate.
The public agenda consists
of five questions the CPE is
asking the colleges and the universities in the state. The public
agenda was made to address the
Kentucky
Post-secondary
Education Improvement Act
that was passed in 1997.
The
agenda
asks
if
Kentuckians are ready for postsecondary education. if more
students arc enrolling. if more
students arc advancing through

the system, if higher education
is preparing Kentuckians for
life and work and if Kentucky's
communities and economy are
benefiting.
Provost Barbara Burch said
they discussed reworking the
Campus Action Plan. which is
a plan the university uses to
meet the criteria of the public
agenda.
She said no decisions were
finalized during the meeting,
but the university is moving in
the right direction.
" I don't think we're going to
have to change a great deal."
she said.
The CPE has a draft of the
new agenda and will vote on it
later this month.
Sue Moore, CPE executive
vice president, said the Council
began reviewing the questions
lm,t year. She said they held
nine regional conferences in
September and October and
wrote the draft of the new pub-

lie agenda in January.
The ne\\ draft has rc,ised
the five questions. The draft
now asks if post-secondary education is affordable and if more
Kentud.ians ha,e certificates
and degrees.
Moore said these were things
that needed attention.
The agenda still asks about
the le, cl of preparedness of
Kentuckians for post-secondary
education, life and work and if
the communities and economy
are benefiting.
After the agenda is finalized .
universities can finish re\ ising
their Campus Action Plan.
Burch said the plans are due in
April. Westem will rework its
plan with CPc and return it in
the summer.
Dennis George. assistant to
the Provost for Planning and
Accountability. is on the CPE
committee that is revising the
agenda.
He ,aid the CPE "isits to the

Nee~ New Tvirelil~s for
sprLV\..g BreiitR,?
covv.e to Hie
vl1ALveY.sLtt1 BooR.Store foY ouY

univers1ues are for generating
discussion about the new questions.
George said the CPE and
Westem are also looking at the
university's mission statement
and its mission parameters,
which outline how the university will carry out its mission, Lo
make sure they correlate with
the five questions.
The CPE is developing key
indicators for each of the questions, which will be used to
measure how successful higher
education institutio ns are in
meeting the five questions,
George said.
George said after the indicators are established, goals will
be made during the summer.
Some goals will be for all state
colleges and uni versities, while
others will be for individual
universities.

Reach Kelly Richardso11
ar 11ews@wkuherald.co111.

BY ASHLEE CLARK

Herald reporter
Plans for capital projects at
Western may soon be a reality.
The joint conference committee of House and Senate leadership approved a budget and tax
plan early Sunday morning that
included $33 million for Western
science building renovations and
$3.75 million for the Kentucky
Math and Science Academy.
The House and Senate arc
expected to vote on the budget
today. Gov. Ernie Fletcher will
then have to approve the budget.
"Of course I had hoped
Western had fared well, and I
think we really did." said House
Speaker Jody Richards, DBowling Green.
The budget also gives
Westem bonding authority to
fund a student health services
clinic and South Campus parking
and dining, Richards said.
Robbin Taylor, assistant to the
president for governmental rela-

Monday
$4.50 Dom Pitchers
$1.50 Dom Bottles
Tuesday
$1.00MHL
$1.00 Corona's
$1.00 Special Shots 9-close

Wednesday

selectL01A of s-prLIAg t.:l-pptueL.

Reach Ashlee Clark
ar 11ews@wkuherald.co111.

"A fun place to be
where the only thing
missing i~.YOUI"

CHECK OUT OUR
WEEKLY SPECIALS!!

$5.00 Pitchers
$2.00 Wells

lions, said Western did very well
based on staff reports about the
budget.
"I feel very good about where
Western is," Taylor said.
President Gary Ransdell said
the university will have to determine whether to reduce plans for
the academy since the university
had originally requested $10 million in bonds for the project.
Westem originally received
$33 million for science building
renovations and $5 million for
the Math and Science Academy
from the House.
But the Senate allotted only
$29.7 million for the building
renovation and $2.7 million for
the academy.
The budget approved by the
conference committee on Sunday
aulhorized Westem to provide an
additional $5 million for the
Math and Science Academy.

Drink Specials Every Nights!
Pool Tables and Big Screen TV
Live Entertainment Every
Friday and Saturday

Friday- Cheap Fireworks
Saturday- Tim Laroche
Thursday

$7.00 ALL You Care to Drink 9-1

Draft + Wells

Friday

GREEK NIGHT! 9-Close
50¢ Drafts
2-4-1 Wells
(Special prize for organization
w/ biggest turnout)

Saturday
Happy Hour ALL Night

-IS

·1265 College St.
796•4001

en1

:I
■

n so. pick up an application lrom Ille SGA Ollice. ouc 130

- ne

-11 be invited to an
nauet on Allri 21

For more into please contact:
SGA Olice DOC 130

145-435
www.wku.edu/sga
email: sua@w-ku.edu
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Mother-to-be overcomes obstacles on hill and in life
B Y STEP H ANIE TOONE

llera/d reporter
Truaging up the hill every morning was hard
enough for Jasmin Franklin when she started at
Western last fall.
The L ouisville freshman said the trip up the
hill and life as she knew it changed once she
became pregnant.
Though Frankin has less pep in her step when
traveling around campus, her motivation to get an
education and pursue a career in broadcasting has
only increased now that she will be a mother.
Her mother, Stephanie Franklin. said she
always had a self-driven motivation to do well.
"She doesn't quit until she's finished what she's
put on her mind to do," she said.
Franklin had to keep her mind pretty focused
considering she changed schools six times before
even entering high school.
She was born in Fo11 Sill. Okla., but spent her
childhood in Germany.
When she came to Kentucky at the age of 8.
she had more changes to endure.
"We stayed with my grandma for a while in
Fort Knox." Franklin said. "Then we moved to

Louisville... it was hard moving
around a lot."
Stephanie Franklin said she
tried to explain the new locations and school changes to her
daughter and son.
"She changed schools twice
in fourth grade," she said. " Her
grades never dropped. We just
tried to be positive about it."
Franklin said her encouraging parents made it easy for her
to want to do well in tough situations. Still, with all the school
changes, Frankl in had a hard
time adjusting.
Eventually, she got accustomed to Louisville and began
to appreciate her years of trekking
across the world.
"Moving around helped me become a more
open person," Franklin said. "We were around
really diverse people."
By high school, Franklin had totally embraced her
open, energetic attitude. She became interested in theater and was the vice president of her srudent body.

Jasmin Franklin
Her theater experience helped her prepare for
her interest in a broadcasting career.
"It made me a lot more comfortable in front of
large audiences." Franklin said.
Once she graduated from Seneca High School,
Franklin had her plans set. But just a few months
later she feared that motherhood would interfere.

" I thought. 'Oh my gosh, I'm not going to be
able to go to school,"' she said. "Then I was like,
'Being pregnant isn't a handicap."'
She said she knew there would be challenges
beyond walking up Western's hill, but she never
let it overwhelm her.
Telling her parents was one challenge she was
afraid to face. though.
Stephanie Franklin said their initial response
was denial.
"We were in shock," she said. "It took us a few
months to get use to it."
Stephanie Franklin said she could not talk to
her daughter for some time, but eventually they
sat down and talked about it at length.
"We know it's a boy now," she said. "And now
I'm kind of looking forward to it."
Franklin said she and her boyfriend. Greg
Embers. arc also very excited a~ut their child.
She is six months pregnant and has already
Marted taking lessonc; from motherhood.
"Before. it wa!'> all about me. no,, it's not at
all." she said. "I want a better life for my child."

Reach Stephanie Toone al Jeat11res@wkuherald.co111.

Reel Time

'Get Shorty' sequel doesn't measure up

Event scores success
BY AMBER NORT II

HAWKINS Tl'AGUE
Reel Time

** l/2
l never thought I'd say this.
but The Rock is pretty funny.
H e steals almost every scene in
"Be Cool" as Elliot Wilhelm. a
bodyguard who dreams of
being in movies.
So does Andre Benjamin.
a.k.a. Andre 3000 of Outkast.
who plays a low level thug and
aspiring rapper.

But those two amusing supporting performances are probably the best reasons 10 see "Be
Cool," which is a preny by-thenumbers. lackluster sequel.
When we last saw the former
loan shark, Chili Palmer (John
Travolta). in I 995's "Get
Sho11y," he was enjoying success
as a movie producer. He has now
grown tired of movies and wants
t.o get into the music industry.
He seeks out help from Edie
Athens (Uma Thurman). who is
the widow of a music executi vc, and woos the talented
Linda Moon (Christina Milian)
to produce her album.
Eventually. Edie, who used
to wash clothes on the road for
Aerosmith. gets i n touch with
Steven Tyler, who agrees to do
a duct with Moon at a conce11 to
expose her to a large audience.
That's basically the story, but
it wouldn't be a movie if Chili
and Edie didn't run into all

kinds of prpblems and strange
characters, and there arc plenty
of famorn, faces to play them.
The cast is so overloaded that
the movie can't help but underuse most of the actors.
Vince Vaughn play!:> Raji.
Linda's agent who Chili must
persuade i n to letting Linda
leave. Raji "thinks he's black,"
so you can guess what that
means. This kind of character
has been portrayed in movies
and television countless times.
like Jamie Kennedy did in 2003
in "Malibu's Most Wanted." It is
just as tiresome here.
Vaughn can be a very talented actor. so it is puzzling why
he's played so many comic caricatures in the lai.t few years.
Maybe because he's good at it
and can do it in his sleep. but he
is frightfully annoying every
minute he's on screen here.
Thurman and Travolta aren't
bad and remain likable through-

out. but they aren't terrific.
either. The sad thing is. this is
probably the best movie
Travolta has done since
"Primary Colors" in 1998.
"Be Cool" could've been much
funnier and entertaining. but
director F. Gaiy Gray has blown it.
The movie features several
scenes that go on way too long.
sometimes without even music
to keep it interesting. ll feels
padded and. as a result. pretty
dull at times.
What Gray and other directors frequently seem to forget is
that when a comedy stretches 10
a full two hours, you're really
pushing it.
What made its predecessor,
"Get Sho11y," so much fun was
that it not only had engaging
actors and snappy dialogue. but
it also had zippy pacing.

Reach Hawkins Teague at feat11res@wk11herald.co111.

Herald reporter
The adve11ising progr.im presented its fin.t video game contest. "Gameathon" last Saturday
at Mass Media Technology Hall
in order to rai,;e funds for the student advc11ising organiLation.
AdFED.
ClilT Shaluta, coordinator of
the ad program, said he and
Journalism and Broadcasting
assistant professor Mark Simpson
came up with the idea of
"Gamethon" last December.
To help jump sta11 this e,·ent
was its sponsors, Blockbuster.
Rent-A-Center, Coupon Mint
Magazine and the WKU
University Bookstore.
Participants played Halo 2.
Project Gotham Racing 2 and
Madden NFL 2005.
After the first four rounds. the
final two played in the auditorium
in front of a live audience. The
secret game was Star Wars:
Republic Commando.
Breckenridge County fresh-

man Kevin Willis was determined
to win. His car stereo broke the
week before the tourney. A
$1.000 car stereo would've been
enough 10 make him forget.
"I knew that was the grand
priLe." Willis said. "I was thinking of this U1roughout the entire
match."
Owensboro Junior Zack
Spark!. rcaliLed he wru, defeated
once the game was nearing an
end.
He won MechAc;sault 2: Lone
Wolf and two Speedpad controllcn. for PC gaming.
"He just schooled me," Sparks
said \\ilh a smile.
Shaluta said the event had a
nice tumolll despile less showing
up than regi'>tered.
"I think it'll be a lot easier to.
sell the event for next year." he
said. "Considering it's our first
year. we learned a lot. so we'll
know what to do for next year."

Reach Amber North at feat11n•s@'11k11l,era/d.co111.
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MISSES: Tops hoping for NIT bid BOUNDS: Gardner missing in clutch
f o .•.
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"We got a lot of good looks
they just didn't go down."
The Toppers were able to
slow one of the biggest forces
in the league in Pioneer center
Yemi Nicholson.
The Sun Bell Player of the
Year scored 30 points against
Western on Feb. I 0.
But junior center Elgracc
Wilborn guarded Nicholson
for most of the game and held
him to 14 points.
Nicholson became almost
mute in the first half after
picking up his second foul
with 14:44 left i n the first half.
But that is no consolation to
H orn.
"This time of year all that
matters is the final score."
Horn said. "I thought we did a
good a job on Yemi. but we
didn't get the win."
Western (21-8) fell behind
midway through the second
half after Denver (20-9) went

on a 13-2 run. The run included nine points from long range
in about I :30. The run pushed
Denver's lead to 52-43.
Freshman guard Courtney
Lee scored Western's last 11
points of the game. L ee's late
effort brought the Toppers as
close as six points with less
than 50 seconds to play.
But time ran out and
Denver moves on to play
Louisiana-Lafayette in the
championship game at 8
tonight on ESPN2.
"Tremendous team effort
tonight," Denver coach Terry
Carroll said. "This basketball
team has been that all year
long and when we need something to happen somebody
steps up and plays big."
Western arrived in Denton
on Thursday with the chance
for an automatic into the
NCAA
Tournament.
The
Toppers came a game short of
making it to the final game.

Western chances for an atlarge bid into the Tournament
are slim.
But there is sti ll a probable
postscason for Western.
With 21 wins the Toppers
could still be invited into the
National Invitational Tournament.
"I don't wan t (the season)
to end." Haynes said. "I wish I
could play the whole year. I
love basketball, and hopefully
this team can go to the NIT."

Reach Wes Wall at
sports@wk11herald.co111.
Western .............26 42 Denver...............30 4 7 -

68
77

Hllltoppers (21..S)
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Then junior guard Ashley Butler, a 70 percent
free throw shooter, misses one of two from the
stripe.
Some have wondered why Butler, who scored
one point, had four rebounds, three fouls and two
turnovers. was even in the game instead of junior
forward Krystal Gardner.
Butler played 27 minutes, well above her 16.7
minute regular-seas.on average. Gardner. a 62
percent free throw shooter, was in for about half
of her 26.3 regular-season average.
h would have been logical to put Gardner in
for Butler especially since two MTSU forwards
had four fouls in the second half.
The Lady Toppers will probably make the
WNIT. but unfortunately for them, they'll have to
wait another year to rinse this bad taste. ·
Logsdon, though, may never get that chance.
♦ With the dots of Western red sprinkled
throughout the near-empty "Super Pit" in Denton,

Keith Farner is a Herald sports columnist. Reach
him at spor1s@wkuherald.co111.

Lee 18. Wilborn 17. Haynes 14,
Winchester 11, Rumph 6. Rogers 2.

Pioneers (20-9)
Porch 8 , Nicholson 14. Billups 15.
Benzel 19. Carpenter 9, Kummer 9,
Wetnch 5, Gordon 2. Seger 5.
Three-point goals - Lee 3.
Winchester, Benzel 5, Carpenter, Wetnch,
Seger.

Attendance -

805

Lathrop, Ballance,Young
named to All-Tournament team
FALLS:

► Postcard from

Ballance and Young were named 10 the AllTournament team.
Freshman pitcher Ashton Strode went thl.:
ful l eight innings. She gave up only three earned
runs and recorded nine strikeouts.

nt
Herald reporters Jason Suu11111 and Wes Wa11 covered the
S1111 Belt Basketball Tournament this week in Denton, Texas.
On a11 off-night, the two went exploring for a national landmark in near-by Dallas.

Texas, doesn't it remind you of Christmas in
March? And doesn't it highlight Diddle Arena as
an ideal conference tournament destination?
♦
Kudos to former Western offensive lineman Buster Ashley, the only two-time consensus
All-American ever on the Hilltopper gridiron. He
outdid the likes of Chris Price, Mel Mitchell and
Bobby Sippio, the other consensus AllAmericans.
♦ Speaking of football. just two days left until
spring practice begins. Among the questions surrounding David Elson's third year are who will
fill voids at punter, linebacker and parts of the
offensive line? This will also be the first practice
without any members from the 2002 National
Championship team. The recruiting afters~ocks
from that trip, however, should be felt everywhere.

Jason Stamm

Ahh. greetings from the Lone Star state.
I haven't explored the settings in Denton so much. Past a late night snack at the Whataburger I
haven't ventured out too much into Denton.
Wes Watt and I did, however. check out what Dallas itself had to offer one night.
We had our hearts set on finding the Book Depository and the Grassy Knoll. These sights arc intertwined with the fatal shooting of Prosident John F. Kennedy in 1963.
After driving around downtown Dallas for 20 minutes without finding either location. we decided
to just park. We found a vacant lot and. praying we wouldn't get towed. wandered around in search of
JFK's infamous site.
We first noticed a historic sight map. This map, however, was completely backward. Wes and I
walked six blocks in the wrong direction before turning back.
The funny thing was that we stopped and asked an attendant at Subway and a bus driver where the
JFK site was and neither one seemed to have a clue what we were talking about.
After at least an hour of searching we finally found the Book Depository and Grassy Knoll. What
else was strange was that these sights are not advertised at all.
No big signs or anything. A street vendor selling JFK newspaper told us about the Depository and
the fatal shot from the sixth floor. He also pointed us to the exact spot of the shooting, an unmarked
'X' in the middle of the road.
Wow, I' vc been as close as you can get to a piece of history.
And this was just a sidebar from the Sun Belt Tournament.

Junior catcher Sam Young, who was two-fortwo in the game, was balling.
With two outs, junior shortstop Bailey Rolfs
was thrown out while Lrying to steal second
Reach Mike D11nca11 at
base.
"The idea was if Bailey gets to second, Sam sports@wkuherald.com.
can hit her in."
Lawson said, "and if
she doesn't, Sam leads
off
(the
seventh
inning.)"
Young led off the
seventh with a walk.
M i nnis. running for
Young, l ater scored
the tying run.
Junior outfielder/
catcher Jen Ballance
went two-for- four in
the
championship
game. She scored the
first Lady Topper run
stealing home on a
wild pitch in the first
inning.
"We felt like we
could have done it,"
Sarah Wright/Herald
Ballance said.
Junior shortstop Bailey Rolfs tags out Buffalo's Lauren Picciano last
Junior
pitcher Friday during the Western Kentucky University Softball Invitational.
Adrienne
Lathrop, The Bulls beat Western, 2-1.

What if ...

. .. you could jump start your career by
earning an MBA from a highly respected
business school In less t han one year?
What if you entered a totally lmmers1ve,

one-of-a-kind leamlng environme nt
t h at would prepare you to succeed within
the complex realities of today's global
marketplace?
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Visit our website: www.redeflnedmba.uky.edu
See how we've redefined the MBA.

• Show Your Student ID • Order by Number
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OPEN LATE on Friday and Saturday Until 1 A.M.!

BIG RED
SPECIAL

5799

Medium 12" 1-Topping Pizza Plus
One 20oz. Pepsi - Pan, Thin 'N Crispy or Hand Tossed

HILLTOPPER DEAL
VALID SAT.. SUN. & MON. ONLY
Free Pepsi 2-Liter with Purchase of
X-Large 16" 1-Topping Pizza

LARGE I-TOPPING.
5 BREADSTICKS
AND PEPSI 2-LITER

Discover the possibilities

S999

at the

The WKU Spring Job Fair
Thursdau, March 10
lpm-4pm

S1199

\XI KLI outh Cainpus- Carrol l Knicel~J
Conference Center

Large 14" 1-Topping Pizza, 5 Breadsticks and
2-Liter of Pepsi - Pan, Thin 'NCrispy or Hand Tossed

100+ bu ioe s, inclustru. govern,nent,
school sustem aRd gracl c11001
organiza tion to tall~ ,vitl1 YOU!

LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL

VALID 10 P.M. - CLOSE ·
Large 14" 1-Topping Pizza - Pan, Thin 'N Crispy or Hand Tossed

THURSDAY PARTY
NIGHT SPECIAL
VALID THURSDAYS ONLY

Please bring current resume and dres.s professionally!

5899

All WKU Students and Alumni ore welcome.
Link to httpJ/www.wku.edu/CareerServ,
or coll

ZJ0.7 4>3095 for information on organizations registered
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Baseball

Tops start weekend with win, drop next two
All three of Western's wins
have come on Fridays
B Y J AKE MI TC H E LL

Herald reporter
For the second wee!.. in a row,
Westem's baseball team won its series
opener at Denes Field.
And for the -.ccond \\.~I.. in a ro,,. the
Toppers ctune up empty the rest of the
weekend.
In a 6-4 victory over Illinois State on
Friday. Wec,tem benefi11cd from a solid
pitching perfonnancc by -,cnior righthander Daniel Faulkner.

The Topper offense taned early. talcing a 6-0 lead after four innings. Senior
first ba.-.cman Marcu Ross' two-run c;ingle wa<, part of a four-run fourth inning.
Faulkner ( 1-2) threw e ight innings and
gave up two runs on c;cven hit\ for his
first win of the season.
"It was good to get the first one out of
the way." he said. "I was trying to set the
tone for the weekend."
Unfortunately for Western. Faulkner's
perfomlallcc didn't create the momentum
he'd hoped for.
In the two defeats. the Redbirds capitalized on defensive mistalce:, and hut
down the Toppers at the plate.
Western only managed three hits

against ISU pitcher Dan Frega in
Saturday's 7-1 loss.
"I'm not very
plea'iCd," Murrie said.
"Hopefully. our players aren't either. h's
frusirating because
tlley'rc till not playing 10 their ability."
On Sunday. sophomore catcher Jordan
ewton's three-run
home run wasn't
enough to secure a
victory.
Behind 4- 1 in the eightll. ewton hit a
1- 1 pitch over the left field wall to tie the

game at four. The Toppers had only managed three hits before the four-run inning.
"I was looking for
t,
something outside,"
he said. "I just wanted
to move the runners.
but he gave me a good
pitch and I took it."
The game wasn't
tied for long. Junior
pitcher Miles Onnon
gave up two run<, in
- Joel Murrie Ille ninth, but neither
BasebaD coacl
was earned. A tllrowing error by sophomore second baseman Michael Wilhite
lead to the Redbird rally.

"I'm not very e.-Sco.
opefully, our players
aren't either. It's frustrating becasue they're
still not playing to their
bility."

Western went down quietly in their
final at-bat for a 6-4 defeat.
"The tough pan was commg back and
tllen falling." Murrie said. "We made mistake<, aJI day. not JU\l in the ninth inning."
The Toppers will hit Ille road thi,
weekend when they tr.t\'el to face
Wofford. They will face a Terrier club
that is 8-3 at home.
After going 3-6 in their first nine
game.'> at Dene, Field. We,1em may be
ready get out of Bowling Gn.-cn.
• It'll be good to get away." Faulkner
said. "Maybe the change of -.cenery will
do w, some good.•

Reach Jake Mitchell
at sports@wk11herald.co111.

S ud t Governme
Ass cia ion
Nominate your professor TODAY!
P-rofessor, of the 111onth avv.ard

Get form from SGA office
DUC 130 or from the website
www.wku.edu/sga

........_ ~ Return form by March 15 to DUC 130
.

To Order Call 145-Z653
Deadlines:

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD
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CUiSSIFIE

The College Heights Herald 1s not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

FOR REN T

TRAVEL

One C heck Pays HAIi!!!
All utilities included and
only minutes to campus.
New carpet, on-site laundry,
lots of closet space and big
rooms. Pre-Lease now for
the SUMMER semester!
Limited availability.
I bdrm. S499. 2 bdrm. $579.
Call now 781-5471.

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise
5 days $299! Includes meals,
parties with celebrities as
seen on Real World. Road
Rules, Bachelor! Award
winning company!
Springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Clean 1-2 bdrm at 1425 State.
Central heat & air. A, ailable
now $395. 7 bdrm house 1337
Chestnut $1500. Call 7818307
I block from WKU emciency
apt. $260/mo. + deposit and
some utilities. 796-7949
I Block from campus I bdnn.
apt. with private parking lot.
1305 Center Street. Lease &
deposit required. No pets
$300/ mo. 846-2397
Wanted: Someone LO sublease
I bdml. furnished apt. All
utilities included no deposit.
Ist month March is Free
Please call 777-3797 afler
9PM. Serious inquiries only.

Apartment for sublease at
Western Place. All utilities
included. $330/month
270-237-7350
I bdrm 1415 College St.,
Cherry I lill Place $425/mo.
+ utilities. I year lease.
792-0084

Spring Break Specials!
Panama City & Daytona. 7
Nights. 6 free parties $159!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco.
Nassau $499 including air.
Ba hamas cruise $299!
SpringBrcakTravel.com.
1-800-678-6386

# 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Honest Destinations - Best
Prices. Book ow! Campus
Reps Wanted. I(800) 234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Last Chance For pring
Break! Panama City, South
Padre, Daytona Steamboat.
www.Sunchase.com
1-800-Sunchase

HELP W ANTED

l-lELP W ANT ED

HELP WANTED

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S 15-S 125 and
more per survey!
www.moneyfor surveys.com

Are you a creative thinker?
Arc you responsible, consider
yoursclfa leader? If yes, then
this could be the job for you ...
College Suites is looking for 9
community assistants
beginning early 2005, PR and
Marketing skills a plus. 16-20
Hours/week. Apply in person
at our leasing trailer on
2426 Thoroughbred Drive.
Call 781-7033 for directions.

Gloden Blade has moved to
Fairview Plaza
next Lo Gattiland specializing
in brand name knives, movie/
functional swords. poker
supplies, chess sets, pool
sticks. self defense supplies,
and more. ff you have product
knowledge and sales
experience in these areas,
We Are II iring

Lose Weight Like Crazy
Bum fat, block cravings, boost
energy all natural! Super Easy!
Call 888-243-6535

BARTE DER wanted.
S300/day potential. o
experience necessary.
Training provided.Call
1-800-965-6520 ext. 156.

Football Student Manager.
Scholarship opponumties
available. 15-25 hr. per week
beginning ASAP work
schedule: Various dependent
on practice scheduling.
Required skills Attention lo
detail Must be a self-starter.
Required to lift heavy objects.
Organizauonal & punctual.
Contact: Kevin Dawson
745-2984
Ke\ in.dawson(ci \\ ku.edu

outh Central Kentucky
Barber College. Men, Women
and Child ren's haircuts $5.
I lighligbts. perm, waxing,
facials. 332 College treet.
782-3261. Walk-ins Welcome!

Excellent Part-Time Opportunity
for Special Education Majors
Individual needed to provide after school
<2:45pm-5:45pm>-and summer care. 17:30·5:30pm>for a
young female with multiple disabilities in the Plum
Springs area. The pay is
negotiable; the atmosphere is friendly and relaxed.
Lifting and personal care required. Applicants must be
dependable. caring, patient. and honest. For more
Information or to apply call :
1270>-782·6167 or 1270>·535-5577
STRANGER T HINGS

Spring Brenk Deals!!! We
can get you all over the world
for half the price call
On The Go!
1-(888) 799-9146

llAVc SOLD

FO R SALE
Ashlee Simpson tickets for
Thursday (3/ 10) in Louisville!
5 tickets available. First come
first serve. (502)-432-1203

Tuesdays Paper - 4 p.m. Friday
Thunday's Paper - 4 p.m. Tunday

122 GARRETT
CONFERENCE CENTER
f-OR INf-ORMATION
CAI l 745,26'H

A Summer Job at
&!ntuck1 11- H caJDpl
Positions are available
as Camp Manager, EMT,
cooks, lifeguards,
instructors for
swimming, canoeing,
nature, recreation, arts,
and crafts, rifle, archery
& low and high ropes
elements. Sala ries
range from
$1100 to $2000/ mo.
Plus room and board.
Visit our booth at the
Spring J ob Fair on
March 10 , 2005 or call
859-257-5961
for an application.

In home childcare needed 2
days a week (Tues. &
Fri.).Starting April 5. Previous
experience and references
required. CPR training added
bonus. Contact Mandi Wells
781-1917

FOR CLASSIHEDS
CAI.I.

745~6287

Help girls grow strong, mak
lifelong friends. & kayak in
your free time! Beer Creek
Aquatic Camp & Camp
Pennyroyal now hiring:
Counselors. L1 feguards
(we can train), Boating
As·sistants, Kitchen Assistant. & Hcaltll Supcl'\isor ( [MT'RN)
Great benefits, fun traditions & playful atmosphere.
Only 8 jobs lefl! Apply today!

AMP

unselors

www.kygirlscoutcam s.org

Sign a lease and pick a key at
The Gables, there a Trc~tsurc be!
S i~n a 2005 lease hy
~larc h J l , :mos and have
a chance to win SlOOO.
SSOO, o r S250 CASI I
Each lcasee will receive u
key which m ay open the
Gables Treasure Chest.

•
•
•
•

:-.'ext to \\'l<ll Campus
Swimmin~ Pool IIOl Tub
Compu1cr Lab
Fitness Center
• Individual Leases
• A larm Syi,tcms

The earlie r you sign up.
lhc mo re keys c ha nces
1909 Cre:1son Street
you have to win t he ( off Uni\'crsity Bh·d )
Gables Bouncy.
270-846-1000

Notable
• Considerably fewer fans wit11essed the 1..JJdy
Toppers' loss to MTSU yesterday than in Inst
season's Sun Belt title game loss. Only 767
fans were i11 the Super Pit Inst 11ight while
2,641 were in Diddle Arenn Inst senson.

Column

Sun Belt losses
shouldn't end
Western seasons

O UT OF BOUNDS
Keith Farner
So now what, the NIT?
Now that the NCAA Dance Card won't have
Western's name on it for a second straight year, it's
time to set your TIVos for the NIT.
But let's first look at how the men's basketball
team was eliminated last night in Denton, Texas at
the Sun Belt Conference Tournament.
Any time you have an opponent that averages
18.5 points per game, one game plan would be to let
that player gel as many points as he wants but stop
everyone else.
Denver's Yemi Nicholson, the Sun Belt Player of
the Year, was instead locked down tighter than Fort
Knox, scoring 14 points.
The Pioneers' guards, perhaps the league's best
tandem, were left as wide open as a Student
Government Association meeting.
Senior guard Erik Benzel, one of the best 3point shooters in the league was allowed to hit
five threes and score more than fi ve points
above his season average.
Western's 44 rebounds were indicative of the
increased focus on the interior, but Darrin
Horn's boys too often left Nicholson's talented
supporting cast open.
But its not over yet. At least not officially.
Now Western has the stomach-churning anxiety
of waiting for the NIT to call.
♦ One uf the many things that keeps all of us
watching sports is its unpredictability.
The women's basketball S un Be lt Conference
Tournament semifi nal game betwee n Western
and Middle Tennessee State yesterday served a
heapi ng helping of unpredictability.
With Weste rn up by 10 points in the second
half and with the Lady Rajders littered with
fouls, no one would have been shocked if
Western held on.
You probably wouldn't have been scolded for
turning off the tube.
But then the unthinkable happened.
T he 10-point lead vanished and the blood
pressure of Hilltopper Nation n uue red like a
swinging red towel.
Fifth-year senior Leslie Logsdon picks up
two offensive fouls and misses a lay-up.
T he odds of those plays happening to one of
the program's most prolific scorers of all-time
would have been through the roof.
T hen junior guard Ashley Butler, a 70 percent

SPORTS

Sports Editor Michael Casagrande:
sports@wkuherald.co,n
Photo Editor Dinara Sagatova:
photo@wkuhera/d.corn
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Blue Raided ••• again
For the second straight year, Western's NCAA hopes are shattered by its biggest Sun Belt rival
B Y J ASO N S T A MM

Herald reporter
DENTON, Texas - It was another game but a
very fam iliar opponent.
Meeting in the Sun Belt Tournament for the thlrd
straight year Western couldn't shake Middle
Tennessee, falling 65-61.
The Lady Toppers (20-9) fruled to make a single
three pointer and couldn't take advantage of MTSU
foul trouble. Western also held a 39-28 rebounding
edge.
Western had trouble finding an answer for MTSU
senior guard Patrice Holmes. Holmes connected for
2 1 points and made good on five three pointers.
Holmes' final three-pointer came with 45 seconds
left in the game and gave the Lady Rruders a 62-(i()
lead.
On the Lady Toppers' final possession trailing by
three, senior guard Leslie Logsdon had a chance to
tie the game.
But she was called for a charge after leaning into
a three-point shot in the closing seconds.
In her last Sun Belt game, Logsdon finjshed with
J3 points and seven rebounds.
"I djdn't get a good look," Logsdon said, '·but we
just didn't execute the play."
MTSU, wruch beat the Lady Toppers 79-57 in the
Sun Belt title game last season, will look to make its
second straight NCAA appearance. T he Lady
Raiders will meet Lowsiana-Lafayette in the finals at
I :30 p.m. today.
'This is a team who stuck togell1er through unbelievable adversity," MTSU coach Stephany Smith
said. "We just continued to fight and found a way to
pull it out. Tfeel very fortunate to be here."
Junjor guard Tiffany Porter-Tolbert led the Lady
Toppers with 22 points and eight rebounds.
Freshman forward Crystal Kelly finished with 19
points and seven rebounds. She was 11-for- I6 from
the free throw line.
"I think we overall did good defensively," PorterTalbert said. "We just didn't box out and rebound
like we should have."
Both teams were very sloppy in the game's early
minutes. Western shot only 14 percent in the first five
minutes of play.
The Lady Toppers shooting did improve throughout the rest of the half, as they took a 32-25 lead by
halftime.
After falling berund by six points with eight minutes left in the first half, Western climbed back on top
by nine with a minute and a half left.
" I felt like our game plan defensively was when::
it needed to be." Coach Mary Taylor Cowie said.
"After the first half. I felt things were going good for
us, but we just let them have too many second and
thlrd chances."

Photos by Chet White/Herald
Senior guard Leslie Logsdon is fouled while driving for a lay up by Middle Tennessee

State forward Krystle Horton. Logsdon had 13 points and seven rebounds but Western
lost the game 65-61.
Western took an eight point lead two and a half
minutes into the second half and seemed to have the
momentum.
That changed after MTSU senior guard Ciara
Gray went down with an injury to her already braced
right knee.
The Lady Toppers held a brief advantage with 13
minutes left to play after a fn::shman forward Crystal
Kelly layup and free throw which gave Western a six
point lead.
MTSU (22-8) tied ll1c game at 52 with seven
minutes left and neither team led by more than three
from that point on.
Although Wel>tem fell just short of the NCAA
tournament, the Lady Toppers still have postscason
hopes. Western is in prime position for a Women's
National Invitational Tournament bid.
" It's not when:: we want to be, but it is an oppor-

Caroline Cowles, 5, daughter of coach

Mary Taylor Cowles, sheds some
tears after Western's defeat.

runity for us to play agrun," Cowles said. "Reaching
the NCAA was our one goal and we still feel Like
wc'n:: good enough to be then::, but we have an
extremely bright fu1ure in our program.'·

Reach Jason Stamm
at spor1s@wk11herald.co111.
MTSU................ 25 40 - 65
Western .............32 29 - 61
Lady Raiders (22-8)
Horton 12. Stovall 13. G,vens 9. Holmes 21. Orr 6.
Boyd 4.

Lady Toppers (20-9)
Gardner 2. Kelly 19. Whitaker 4. Logsdon 13. Porter•
Talbert 22. A. Butler 1.

Three-point goals Attendence - 76 7

Holmes 5.

Su BouNDs oN PuE 12A

Western falls in final of the WKU Invitational
B Y MI K E D U N C AN

Herald reporter
Western had two chants before the botto m of
the seventh inning against Tennessee-Martin in
lhc title game of the Western Kentuc ky
Invitational on Sunday.
"Now or never! Do or die!"
T hey were trruling 2- 1 and needed a run lo
force an extra-inning or two to win.

The Lady To ppe rs would force 1he e ighthinning before losing 4-3.
"I don't have to say much," Coach Rache l
Lawson said. "They are a pretly competitive
team."
Weste rn fi nished the weekend 4-2 to move its
record to 7-5. The Lady To ppers' two losses were
to Tennessee-Martin in the champio nship and
Buffalo in the round-robin-Friday night.
In the championship game, with runners on the

corners in the scvcnlh inning, sophomore outfielder Alana Towns dropped a base hit over first
base to score senior outfielder Becky Minnis.
The Lady Toppers had a chance to win the
game with the bases loaded and senior second
baseman Shelly Floyd at the plate.
Floyd. who hit a grand slam in the round-robin
game o n Saturday game against TennesseeMartin, couldn't repeat the feat. A ground out sent
the game into the eighth inning.

The game went into an international tic-breaker. Each inning, the team at bat began with a runner on !>econd ba e.
Tennessee-Martin scored when center fielder
Jennifer Young tagged up from third base on a
Kris1in Runyan ny-out to right field.
The Lady Toppers had a chance to tie in the
bollom of the sixth inning.
:u
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